Rabbit Quiz – Answers
Question

Answer

Points

1. What was the name of the Rabbit
in Bambi?

Thumper

1

2. Name a movie with the word
Rabbit in title.

Who Framed Roger Rabbit?

2

Rabbit Proof Fence
(1 each: May be others)

3. How long would a rabbit live, if it
had good food and no predators?

Rabbits live 7-10 years

1

4. It takes nine months of pregnancy
before a women has a baby. How
long before a Mommy bunny has
a baby?

31 day gestation

1

5. At what age does a rabbit reach
sexual maturity?

6 months

1

6. What do you call an adult male
rabbit?

Buck

1

7. And the adult female?

Doe

1

8. Name a year of the rabbit.

1915, 1927, 1939, 1951, 1963, 1975,
1987, 1999

1

(28-32 days also acceptable)

People born in the Year of the Rabbit are
articulate, talented, and ambitious. They
are virtuous, reserved, and have excellent
taste.
9. What famous book about rabbits
was written by George Richard
Adams? It later became a movie.

Watership Down.

1

10. Beatrix Potter wrote stories about
rabbits. How many of these
bunnies can you name?

Peter, Flopsy, Mopsy, Cottontail

5

Also Benjamin (the Tale of Benjamin
Bunny). 1 each – there may be others.
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11. Name a lucky part of a bunny.

The rabbit's foot is one of humanity's
oldest superstitious icons, having been
used since before 600 BC. According to
one source, hares and rabbits are prolific
breeders, they're seen as symbols of
fertility. They are thought to provide good
luck, good crops, many children, and
prosperity.

1

12. Jimmy Stewart starred in an
Academy award winning movie
released in 1950, in which he
played a pleasant drunkard who
believes a six-foot bunny is his
best friend. What was the bunny’s
name?

Harvey

1

13. This dreadful dance, named after a Bunny Hop
rabbit activity, is sometimes
performed at weddings.

1

14. Who is the president of Playboy
Enterprises?

Christie Hefner

1

15. What is Bugs Bunny’s favorite
saying?

What’s up Doc?

1

16. Which feminist worked
undercover in the Playboy Club in
Manhattan in 1963, and rose to
prominence with her article, “I
was a Playboy Bunny”?

Gloria Steinem

1

17. What does a rabbit have in
common with a beetle?

Both are cars made by Volkswagen

1

18. How many babies does a rabbit
have at a time?

b) 3 to 8

1

a.
b.
c.
d.

1-5
3-8
4-10
5-12
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19. In Alice in Wonderland, Alice
follows a white rabbit down a
hole, and has a series of
adventures. Name the rabbit in
this story.

The White Rabbit

1

20. Who says a rabbit will be happy if
it marries a goat or a pig?

Chinese astrology

1
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